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Work by local young animator shortlisted for international award
A short film made by a 23-year-old female graduate of LASALLE College of the Arts has gained
recognition on the international stage, as her film was shortlisted for the Yugo BAFTA Student
Awards. She is also the only Singaporean to be shortlisted for the award.
This year's Yugo BAFTA Student Awards has 82 finalists, including To Kill the Birds and the Bees
by Singaporean animator, Calleen Koh.
When interviewed, Calleen expressed her excitement about being shortlisted for this award. "It is
not easy to be shortlisted for such an international award. As a Singaporean, I am honoured to
be nominated."
This film was not only shortlisted for this award but also won three awards at the Singapore
National Youth Film Awards.
The English phrase "The birds and the bees" in the title of the film mainly refers to sex education.
The film tells the story of how a young pair of twins, a secondary school senior and a conservative
housewife encountered sex-related matters over the course of a day.
Why write such a short film on this topic? Calleen said, "When I was thinking about the whole
work, I saw a lot of news reports about sexual harassment. When I saw other people's comments,
I was a little disappointed with the attitude of Singaporeans on sexuality. We are still stuck in the
past, and there is still not a truly safe space to discuss such sensitive topics in a healthy, open
manner."
Themes that challenge norms and boundaries are common in Calleen's work. "I am a little bit
rebellious and find it more fun to try something which I have not tried before and hopefully in that
way, push the boundaries of storytelling in the media," she said.
As a graduate of LASALLE College of the Arts with a BA(Hons) Animation Art, Calleen believes
that it is not easy to survive in the animation industry. She pointed out that the two biggest
challenges for animation art students include insufficient platforms for development and funding
for their work. Calleen has now become an animator and she is looking forward to the future. "I
want to develop the local animation industry and let it gain more attention on the international
stage."

